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Abstract
Reducing risk of severe injury such as concussion is a
high priority for any contact sports. In rugby, Head Injury
Assessment (HIA) protocol has been introduced to identify
and protect players showing symptoms of concussion and
having potential risk of concussion. However, on-field decisions by officials are sometimes difficult and subjective,
and HIA is affordable only for elite leagues since it requires medical specialists. To make rugby matches more
safe, we aim to develop a system to detect high-risk tackles, potential triggers of concussion, based on deep learning models. Our system takes rugby match video, then first
identifies frame with tackle, subsequently detects location of
tackle and estimate pose of the ball carrier and the tackler,
and finally evaluate the risk of tackle using posture pair of
players. Among the model combinations we have examined,
the best performance was achieved with the combination of
ResNet (2+1)D as tackle frame selection model, RetinaNet
as tackle detection model and CenterTrack as pose estimation model. Evaluation using test data, a set of short clips
from broadcasted rugby match videos, showed our system
was able to detect 50% of high-risk tackles without any human intervention. This result opens a path for automated
systems to detect high-risk events, leading to less expensive
and more objective monitoring not only for rugby but also
for any contact sports.

1. Introduction
Rugby Union (or ‘rugby’) is a fast-paced collision sport,
with a high incidence rate of various injuries. The most
common injury in Rugby World Cup (RWC) was concussion (n = 24, 13.9% of all injuries in RWC 2015 [8]; and
n = 22, 15.4% of all injuries in RWC 2019 [6]). A metaanalysis revealed that overall incidence of match-play concussion in men’s rugby was 4.73 per 1, 000 player match

hours [9]. The occurrence of concussion not only causes
the loss of training time but also raises the risk of harmful
aftereffect later in life [21]. Such a negative aspect of rugby
had long been ignored [24]. International Rugby Board (renamed to ‘World Rugby’) declared that the risk management of concussion became a key strategy in rugby [27].
To take an appropriate treatment and minimize the risk
of sequelae, it is important to keep athletes out of participation when there is any suspicion of concussion [20].
In 2015, World Rugby introduced a matchday concussion
management protocol, referred to as Head Injury Assessment (HIA) [7]. HIA is consist of three processes aimed to
identify players with suspected concussion and accurately
diagnosed by official match day doctors (details are written in [7]). However, the on-field decision of suspected
concussion is subjective, competing with a time constraint
and athletes eager to play. There exist a certain percentage of overlooking with or without intention. In addition,
due to the high cost of deploying medical specialists, only
the matches such as elite level and international games can
afford official match day doctors monitoring.
Taking advantage of recent progress in deep learning, we
aim to develop a system that detects high-risk events automatically from rugby match videos. Since 76% of concussion in rugby is caused by tackle [35], we focus our detection target to tackles with the risk of causing concussions. In the previous study about automated tackle risk
assessment [19], tackle scenes were identified manually in
advance, making it difficult to apply their system to raw
videos. In contrast, we aim to develop a detection system
for high-risk tackle from rugby match video without human
intervention.
This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 describes the related studies, and Section 3 describes overview
of our high-risk tackle detection system and details of data
and models used for our system. Then, in Section 4, we
explain the evaluation metric used to evaluate the overall
system and the results are presented in Section 5. Finally,
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discussion and conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work
With the success in domains such as image processing,
natural language processing and speech recognition, the application of deep learning is increasing in the field of sports.
The applications of deep learning is making sports games
and training more efficient, more logical and even less dangerous. For example, automatic action spotting has been
conducted in various sports like soccer [3, 13, 31], baseball [25], and ice hockey [37]. Likewise, pose estimation
has been utilized in swimming [4,38,39], running [4,33], table tennis [1, 16]. The main purposes of these studies are to
analyze games and to quantify player’s performance. Also,
there are some studies aimed to improve player’s safety,
such as prediction of injuries in baseball pitchers [26] or
automatic injury detection in soccer [22].
However, in the field of rugby, the application of deep
learning hardly progress. The reason for this difficulty is
that rugby games have a lot of contact plays, which create occlusions where particular actions or players are hidden by other players. Occlusions make it difficult to estimate players’ behavior from video frames. So far, only
one study has conducted with deep learning framework in
rugby [19]. They used YOLO [28] to detect a ball carrier
and a tackler and manually extract high risk tackles with
their own definition. Though, in this study, easy-to-detect
1-on-1 tackles were manually extracted from videos as a
dataset in advance. Utilizing deep learning in rugby game is
still a frontier of research. Other studies of rugby are based
on manually extracted features or rule-based calculation of
measurement data, which are conducted to classify dangerous tackles [10,36] or to detect contact plays [12,15]. These
approaches are still time-consuming due to manual data extraction or complicated data preprocessing.

3. High-risk Tackle Detection System
In this study, we propose a system to detect high-risk
tackles from rugby match videos. As shown in Fig.1a,
the proposed system consists of four models: tackle frame
selection model, tackle detection model, pose estimation
model, and tackle risk classification model. The system
takes a video as input, classifies frames by tackle frame selection model, combines tackle detection model and pose
estimation model to detect tackles and finally classifies risk
of given tackles. A high-risk tackle is defined as a tackle
that leads to a Head Injury Assessment (HIA) in the official record. In the following, we describe the details of each
model that composes our system and datasets used to train
and evaluate each model.

3.1. Data
As a source for training and evaluation of our system,
we used rugby match videos of Japanese elite league and
corresponding official match records. A total of 360 videos
from three seasons of the Top League, an elite rugby league
in Japan, from the 2016 to 2018 seasons were used to build
datasets. The videos used were broadcasted on TV, with
frame sizes ranging from 854 × 480 to 1920 × 1080 and
fps of 24 or 25. The HIA records were obtained from the
official match records available on the official page of the
Top League1 .
Following the procedures shown in Fig. 1b, we prepared
videos used in our experiment. First, we selected the match
video with HIA based on the official match record. Subsequently, we identified 226 frames which contain event resulted in HIA by manually checking the videos. Among the
identified frames, we selected 230 frames in which HIAs
were caused by tackle as high-risk tackle frame2 . Of 360
videos, 87 videos contained at least one high-risk tackle
frame. We randomly split these 87 videos into training and
test set with 9 : 1 ratio. The training and test set videos
were used to build the datasets necessary for training and
evaluating the models composing the system.
3.1.1

Dataset for training of tackle frame selection
model

By using the videos assigned to training set, we constructed
a dataset to train a frame selection model to determine
whether a given video clip contains a tackle or not. As
shown in Fig. 1c, we randomly selected 100 video clips
of 2 seconds in length each from 78 videos assigned to the
training set, for a total of 7, 800 videos. Subsequently, we
manually checked each video clip and labeled whether the
final frame of video clip contains tackle or not. As a result, there were 199 video clips with and 7, 601 video clips
without tackle in final frame. These 7, 800 video clips were
randomly divided into 8 : 2 and used as the dataset for training and evaluation of the tackle frame selection model.
3.1.2

Dataset for training of tackle detection model

A dataset for tackle detection model was constructed as follows. The procedure is shown in Fig. 1d. We used videos
with high-risk tackle frame, and from each video, we selected low-risk tackle frame, frames with tackle not leading to HIA. We identified the one to three times of low-risk
tackle frame per high-risk tackle in each video, resulting
1 https://www.top-league.jp/
2 Some frames were extracted from highlight which shows same event
from diffrent angle and with diffent magnification. The unique count of
high-risk tackle was 149.
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(a) Overview of high-risk tackle detection system.

(b) Selection of videos with high- (c) Dataset preparation procedure (d) Dataset preparation procedure (e) Dataset preparation procedure
for tackle frame selection model. for tackle detection model.
risk tackles.
for overall system evaluation.

Figure 1. Overview of the system to detect high-risk tackles and preparation procedure for datasets used to train models. We define a
high-risk tackle as a tackle that has led to a HIA in the official record. (a) Our high-risk tackle detection system is composed of four
models, namely tackle frame selection model, tackle detection model, pose estimation model and tackle risk classification model. For
each rugby match video, we first split video into chunks of 5 frames and select chunks containing tackle in final frame using tackle frame
selection model. Subsequently, we apply the tackle detection model and pose estimation model to the final frame of chunks selected as
tackle. By combining both results, we use extracted posture of players inside detected tackle location and apply model from [23] to classify
risk of tackles. (b) Using video with HIA identified by official match record, we first identify frame of HIA event, subsequently select
HIA caused by tackles and split selected video into training and test set with 9 : 1 ratio. (c) To build a dataset for training tackle frame
selection model, we randomly selected 100 frames from videos split into training set, manually labeled each frame and split frames into
training and validation set. (d) To build dataset for training tackle detection model, we first applied CenterTrack [41] to all videos, secondly
identified high-risk tackle frames, thirdly identified same number of low-risk tackle, subsequently identified tackler and carrier on each
frame, defined bounding box using detected pose of tackler and carrier, and finally split videos contained in training set into training and
validation set. (e) To build dataset for evaluation of overall detection system, first we randomly extract 1 minute video from videos split
into test set in (d), manually labeled all tackle frames and identified all tackle poses.

in total of 400 low-risk tackle frames. Subsequently, we applied pose estimation by CenterTrack [41] to these high-risk
tackle and low-risk tackle frames, and identified tackler and
ball carrier. After identifying tackler and ball carrier, we selected frames in which 5 or more key-points were successfully detected for both tackler and ball carrier. As a results,
155 out of 230 high-risk and 238 out of 400 low-risk tackle
frames were selected respectively. From the coordinates of
the extracted tackler and ball carrier postures, we defined
rectangular area covering both posture as the tackle area,
and labeled it as the detection target. Finally, we randomly
split the frames from the training set video into training set
and validation set frames, and used them to train the tackle

detection model described in Fig. 1b.
3.1.3

Dataset for evaluation of overall system

To evaluate overall high-risk tackle detection system, we
prepared video clips as shown in Fig. 1e. First, we extracted 65 video clips of one minutes length from test set
videos. The 33 video clips were manually created by placing the high-risk and low-risk tackle frames identified in
Fig. 1d at the center of video clip. To make video clip with
tackle frame at the center, we cut out 30 seconds of video
clip before and after the identified tackle frames. The other
32 video clips were extracted by randomly selecting frames
and cutting out one minute length video clips from selected
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frames. Subsequently, all frames contained in 65 extracted
video clips were manually checked and given a label to indicate whether they contain tackle or not. As a result, total
number of 65 video clips, with 12 high-risk tackle video
clips, were obtained.

3.2. Components of the system
Our system is composed of four models, namely tackle
frame selection model to classify given frame contains target or not, tackle detection model to find location of tackle
in given frame, pose estimation model to obtain posture of
players in given frame and tackle classification model to
classify given postures are a high-risk tackle or not. Our
system takes frames from rugby matches as an input and
outputs binary labels indicating high-risk tackles exist in
corresponding frame, and is sequentially applied to evaluate whole video.
3.2.1

Tackle frame selection model

To exclude frame without tackle we classify frames by
frame selection model. The frame selection model takes
set of target frame to classify and four frames before target
frame as input and determines whether given target frame
contains a tackle or not. In this study, we tested three video
classification models, ResNet Mixed Convolution, ResNet
(2+1)D, and ResNet3D [34], which are used as frame selection models. All three models used were pre-trained with
Kinetics-400 dataset [14] and fine-tuned with dataset described in section 3.1.1. Since the output of original model
was 400 dimensions in accordance with the Kinetics-400
dataset, we added two fully connected layers to create a binary classification model in which each frame was a tackle
scene or not. The number of frames input to the model
was set to five, and the size of each frame was resized to
224 × 224 to match the size of the Kinetic-400 dataset.
The inverse of the ratio of tackle labels to non-tackle labels
was used as the weight of the tackle class to mitigate classimbalance problems during training. For each model, we
selected the optimal learning rate, batch size, and optimizer
through preliminary experiments. For data augmentation
during training, we randomly extracted 5 frames from the
original 2-second (50-frame) video at every epoch and fed
them to the model, as well as randomly changing the color.
3.2.2

Tackle detection model

After selecting tackle frames, to detect location of tackle in
each frame, we apply a tackle detection model. We used
object detection models which detect rectangular regions
containing the postures of ball carrier and tackler in the
input image. We tested three models, namely DETR [2],
RetinaNet [17], and YOLOv3 [29]. All models were pretrained using COCO dataset [18] and fine-tuned using pre-

pared tackle location data described in section 3.1.2. As a
data augmention random flips were performed during the
training. For each model, we selected optimal learning rate
and batch size based on the result of the preliminary experiment. The model with the best performance in the validation set was selected as the final model.
3.2.3

Pose estimation model

Following the detection of tackle, we apply pose estimation model to frames selected by tackle detection model.
As a pose estimation model, two models, namely HRNet
[32] and CenterTrack [41] were used. For both models,
we used publicly available models pretrained with COCO
dataset [18] with no additional training. To extract posture
of players related to tackle, we first apply pose estimation
model to extract posture of all players in the given frame.
Subsequently, we automatically extract tackle related players, namely ball carrier and tackler by assuming player is
related to tackle, if player’s part of torso (region of body
surrounded by both shoulders and both sides of the waist) is
located inside tackle region given by tackle detection model.
In summary, pose estimation model takes frames selected
by the tackle selection model and tackle location given by
tackle detection model as an input and outputs postures of
players related to tackle.
3.2.4

Tackle risk classification model

After extracting posture of tackle related players, we classify whether tackle in given frame is high-risk or not by applying tackle classification model. In this study, we classify
risk of tackles by using tackle related players’ posture pair.
To classify the risk of tackle, we use Naive Bayes model
from [23] to classify given pair of postures is high-risk or
not. If three or more postures are related to tackle, we take
all combination of pairs and evaluate each pair by Naive
Bayes model.

4. Evaluation Metric
To evaluate the detection performance of events in time
series data in balance with false positives, we defined a utility function based on [30]. We defined a positive example as
the frame 1.5 seconds before and after the high-risk tackle.
If even one tackle that was judged as high-risk tackle in
the interval corresponding to a positive example, the model
was treated to have detected a high-risk tackle. All frames
other than those defined as positive examples were defined
as negative examples. As shown in Fig. 2, each frame was
assigned a score of +1 if the prediction result was true positive, −1 if it was false negative, −0.1 if it was false positive,
and 0 if it was true negative. The score of all frames in each
video was calculated and the total exhibition of frames in all
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overall system performance could be improved by changing the threshold value.

5.2. Tackle detection model

Figure 2. Evaluation metric for detection of high-risk tackles from
rugby match video. To evaluate time series of frames, we use a
modified evaluation metric based on [30]. We evaluate each frame
based on a utility function which gives a score of +1 to true positive frames, −1 to false negative frames, −0.1 for false positive
frames and 0 for true negative frames. Subsequently, we sum up
scores for each frame existing in all videos in the test set to obtain
Utotal . We also calculate score Umax which corresponds to the
case when all frames are predicted positive and Uneg which corresponds to the case when all frames are predicted negative.

Next, we evaluated the performance of tackle detection
model. Table 2 shows the performance on the frames from
test set. The evaluation metric was calculated by comparing the intersection over union (IoU) between true bounding box in the test set and the predicted bounding box in
each condition. The evaluation metrics were calculated in
the following three patterns.
1. Top confidence bbox IoU: Draws only the bounding
box with the highest confidence among the bounding
boxes detected in each frame, and calculates the IoU
with the true bbox as the evaluation value.
2. Average bbox IoU: Sets a confidence threshold, calculates the IoU with the true bounding box for all bounding boxes above the threshold, and uses the average
value as the final value.

65 videos was calculated as Utotal . In addition, we calculated Umax as the score when all frames were correctly classified, and Uneg as the score when all frames were predicted
to be negative. Then, Utotal , Umax and Uneg were normalized by the following equation to obtain the final score.

3. Best bbox IoU: Set the confidence threshold, calculate the IoU between the bounding box with the highest confidence and the true bounding box among the
bounding boxes above the threshold, and use the average value as the final value.

(1)

In addition to the metrics described above, we calculated
the ratio of images with successful detection of tackles in
the test set, where we assume detection was successful if
the IoU between any of the detected bboxes and the true
bounding box is greater than 0. As a result, RetinaNet and
DETR had similar losses and equal numbers of successful
detection of tackles, but YOLOv3 performed worse than the
two models. In the following analysis, only two models,
DETR and RetinaNet, were included in the analysis.
Next, we applied RetinaNet and DETR to rugby match
videos to qualitatively evaluate their performance of tackle
detection. Fig. 3 shows a typical examples of successful
detection and some failure patterns. As can be seen from
Fig. 3b and 3c, compared to RetinaNet, DETR was likely
to detect more tackles, resulting in more false positives with
less false negatives. In both models, the typical patterns of
false positives were scrum (shown in Fig. 3d), one player
holding the ball, and two players making contact without
the ball.

  U_{score} = \frac {U_{total} - U_{neg}}{U_{max} - U_{neg}} 

5. Result
We evaluated our high-risk tackle detection system using test set videos shown in Fig. 1b. We first evaluated the
frame selection model, tackle detection model and pose estimation model independently. Subsequently, we evaluated
the overall performance of our model.

5.1. Tackle frame selection model
First, we examined the performance of the frame selection model for classifying tackle frames. We evaluated the
performance of frame selection model using video clips described in Fig. 1e. The results are shown in Table 1. ResNet
Mixed Convolution showed better performance compared
to ResNet 3D in terms of macro F1 and recall, showing F1
score of 0.56 and recall of 0.2. In the rugby game, there
are various tackle patterns and the video used in this study
was broadcast video, so the angles of shooting were also
various, which made it difficult to improve the classification performance. In addition, when the class threshold for
binary classification was reduced from 0.5 to 0.1, the precision decreased to about 0.2, but the recall improved to about
0.4. This result suggests that if false positives can be tolerated by the tackle detector downstream of the system, the

5.3. Pose estimation model
Subsequently, we evaluated the qualitative performance
of the pose estimation model. We applied two pose estimation models, namely CenterTrack and HRNet to the test set
video described in Fig. 1b respectively. The typical examples of result of applying pose estimation models are shown
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Table 1. Result of frame selection model on test set video from Fig. 1e. All three models were pretrained with Kinetics-400 dataset [14],
and fine-tuned with training set shown in Fig. 1c. We compare three classifiers and the case without applying classifier (No classifier;
assuming all frames as tackle frame). For all three classifiers, threshold of positive and negative class was set to 0.5. ResNet (2+1)D and
ResNet Mixed Convolution showed better performance compared to ResNet 3D in terms of macro F1 and recall.

Frame selection model
No classifier
ResNet Mixed Convolution
ResNet (2+1)D
ResNet 3D

Macro F1
0.114
0.564
0.565
0.534

Recall
1.
0.199
0.21
0.127

Precision
0.136
0.312
0.301
0.275

Table 2. Result of tackle detection model applied to frames in the test set shown in Fig. 1d. All three models were trained with COCO
dataset [18] and fine-tuned using training and validation set shown in Fig. 1d. We evaluated models with three metrics, namely top confidence bbox IoU, average bbox IoU and best bbox IoU, together with ratio of detection. RetinaNet and DETR showed similar performance
on all four metrics, while performance of YOLOv3 was worse in all metrics.

DETR
RetinaNet
YOLOv3

Top confidence bbox IoU
0.647
0.655
0.277

Average bbox IoU
0.646
0.577
0.277

in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a show pose estimation results of zoom
out image, in which pose estimation by CenterTrack was
successful while HRNet failed detect any postures. When
applied to zoom in image, as shown in Fig. 4b, both models
were successful in estimating posture of players. As shown
in Fig. 4c, both models failed to detect players when occlusion such as scrum existed in the frame.

5.4. Overall system evaluation
Finally, we evaluated the overall performance of the
high-risk tackle detection system. We tested all combination of four frame selection models (setting to select all
frames together with three frame classification models), two
tackle detection models (DETR and RetinaNet) and two
pose estimation models (HRNet and CenterTrack). In addition to the above settings, we evaluated the performance
of the system when frame selection model was replaced by
human labels. The results of applying the system to test set
video described in Fig. 1e is shown in Table 3. Among
the models tested, the best performance was obtained when
ResNet (2+1)D was used as the frame selection model, RetinaNet as the tackle detection model, and CenterTrack as
the pose estimation model. In terms of individual models,
the pose estimation model using CenterTrack outperformed
the one using HRNet. For the tackle detection model, the
scores of RetinaNet and DETR were comparable. Considering the case without frame selection model and the frame
selection based on human labels, DETR performed better
when the number of false positives in the frame selection
model was small, while RetinaNet performed better when
the number of false positives was large. The tackle detection model used in this study tends to have more false posi-

Best bbox IoU
0.679
0.655
0.277

ratio of detection
0.939 (31/33)
0.939 (31/33)
0.364 (12/33)

tives in DETR than in RetinaNet, indicating the importance
of balancing the false positives with those in frame selection
model. Since recall tends to be low in the frame selection
model used in this study, improving this point may improve
the overall performance.

6. Discussion
In this study, we developed a system to detect high-risk
tackles from rugby match videos. We defined high-risk
tackle as a tackle that led to HIA recorded in the official
match record. Our system was composed of four models,
namely frame selection model to select frames with tackles,
tackle detection model to detect location of tackle in the
frame, pose estimation model to estimate posture of players and tackle classification model to classify high-risk and
low-risk tackles. Among the combinations of models we
tested, the best performance was achieved with combining
ResNet (2+1)D as a frame selection model, RetinaNet as a
tackle detection model and CenterTrack as a pose estimation model. Overall evaluation of the system showed that
our high-risk tackle detection system was able to detect 50%
of high-risk tackle in held out videos.
Our system can be applied to rugby match video directly
without a need of human intervention. Thus, we believe
our system can contribute to the development of automated
high-risk tackle detection applied to rugby match. However,
our system has several limitations, such as requirements of
multiple deep neural network models resulting in slow processing speed, failure of pose estimations when players are
occluded and false positive classification of high risk tackles. The processing speed may improved by using smaller
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(a) Example of an image in which both DETR (left) and RetinaNet (right) were successful in detecting a tackle.

(b) Example of an image in which a false positive occurs in DETR (left) but not in RetinaNet (right).

(c) Example of an image in which correctly detected in DETR (left) but not in RetinaNet (right).

(d) Example of an image in which both DETR (left) and RetinaNet (right) failed in detecting a tackle.

Figure 3. Example of tackle detection with DETR and RetinaNet applied to rugby match. False positives were more frequent in DETR
(left column) than in RetinaNet (right column), while false negatives tended to occur more frequently in RetinaNet. False positives were
seen in both DETR and RetinaNet in situations where people occluded, such as in a scrum.

networks, such as MobileNet [11] as backbone. Occlusion
problems maybe improved by applying models using information of privious frames [40, 41] or applying models
which estimate depth from monocular camera image [5].
As for the mitigation of false positive classification result
of tackle postures, replacement of the rule-based selection
of tackle related players may work. The rule-based selection of players tends to increase the number of players selected, resulting in increase of likelihood of getting at least
one high-risk tackles, leading to evaluate input frame as a
frame with high-risk tackle. One potential way to alleviate

this problem is to add ball detection model to the system, as
implemented in [19]. In the future study, we would like to
improve the overall performance of our system to apply in
the real-world.
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(a) Example of pose estimation with HRNet (left column) and CenterTrack (right column)

(b) Example of an zoom in image, both HRNet (left) and CenterTrack (right) succeeded.

(c) Example of an image with occlusion, both model failed with occluded players.

Figure 4. Example of pose estimation with HRNet (left column) and CenterTrack (right column) applied to rugby match. (a) At zoom out
image, pose estimation by HRNet failed, while CenterTrack succeeded. (b) At zoom in image, both HRNet and CenterTrack was successful
in estimating pose. Qualitatively performance of CenterTrack was better compared to HRNet. (c) In the case of human occlusion, such as
scrum, both methods often failed to estimate the pose.
Table 3. Result of evaluation on 1 minute video shown in Fig. 1e. We evaluate all combination of three frame selection models, two tackle
detection models and two pose estimation models. We also evaluate a case when frame selection model was replaced by human labels and
a case without frame selection. Score was highest with combination of ResNet (2+1)D, RetinaNet and CenterTrack with score of 0.2807
and recall of 0.5.
Frame selection model

Tackle detection model
RetinaNet

Human labels
DETR
RetinaNet
No selection
DETR
RetinaNet
ResNet Mixed Convolution
DETR
RetinaNet
ResNet 2+1D
DETR
RetinaNet
ResNet 3D
DETR
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Pose estimation model
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack
HRNet
CenterTrack

Score
0.3449
0.4905
0.2249
0.5397
0.2312
0.2759
0.2204
0.2224
0.1837
0.0793
0.1825
0.1680
0.0840
0.2807
0.000
0.2719
0.0867
0.0400
0.0866
0.0820

Recall
0.583
0.833
0.417
0.917
0.583
1.000
0.583
1.000
0.333
0.167
0.333
0.333
0.167
0.500
0.000
0.500
0.167
0.083
0.167
0.167
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